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Kinematic design considerations for minimally 
invasive surgical robots: an overview 



Project Statement 
Integrating novel surgical instruments into the 

REMS for robot assisted vein anastomosis 



Background 
  A minimally invasive surgical (MIS) robot may be an active, 

passive or co-manipulated robot working near the patient, 
and is either hand- or computer-controlled to maneuver the 
surgical instrument(s) executing the intraoperative MIS task 
inside the patient’s body. 

  Remote center-of-motion (RCM) is a fixed point, either 
mechanically or virtually, associated with a mechanism about 
which some link(s) in the mechanism rotate 







Purpose 
  Identify kinematic constraints of MIS robots 
 Discuss design problems of robot assisted MIS 
  Formulate a list of kinematic design goals for MIS robots 
 Define the remote center-of-motion (RCM) mechanism 
 Classify MIS robots based on their RCM implementation 
  Evaluate RCM implementations based on the defined list 

of kinematic goals 



Methods 
Safety: 
 DG1- kinematic constraint at the entry point  
 DG2- collision-free workspace  
 DG3- decoupled rotational and translational DOF  

Accuracy: 
 DG4- low output displacement/input displacement ratio  



Methods 
Ergonomics: 
 DG5- inverted hand-eye coordination  
 DG6- rotational ability of the end-effector  

Dexterity: 
 DG7- hand tremor reduction   
 DG8- surgical movement scaling   



Methods 
 Decoupling = Independent movement in each DOF 
  Low output/input ratio = maximum displacement at 

tool tip using the minimum displacement of robot joints 
  Isotropy = how well the motion and force generated by 

the actuations can be delivered to the instrument 
  Backdrivability = Enables or disables manual movement 

of robotic joints in emergencies (safer if disabled) 
  Redundancy = More actuators/joints than needed for 

robotic movement 







Results 
 Classification of MIS robots based on RCM type and 

number of associated DOF 

 Comparison of the eight RCM mechanism types by their 
kinematic qualities: 
 decouplability 
 extracorporeal workspace 
  task-oriented isotropy 
 backdrivability 









Significance 
  Lays out much needed kinematic guidelines for designing 

MIS robots 

  Thoroughly explains mechanisms for achieving the 
design goals it defines 

  Provides a rudimentary comparison of MIS robots based 
on the efficiency of their RCM mechanisms 

  Represents tool motion mathematically 



Limitations 
  Lack of quantitative data to support claims 

  Based solely off information in other journals and the 
authors’ experiences 

 No ranking of RCM mechanisms and MIS robots 

  Focuses on laparoscopic procedures 



Redemption 
 ~100 referenced articles > possible shortcomings in 

authors’ experiences 

  Lists design goals and kinematic mechanisms pertinent to 
MIS robots 

  Thoroughly analyzes RCM techniques and classifies 
existing RCM MIS robots 

 Defines mechanical terms in great detail 



Conclusion 
Done well: 
  Identify kinematic constraints of MIS robots 
  Discuss design problems of robot assisted MIS 
  Formulate a list of kinematic design goals for MIS robots 
  Define the remote center-of-motion (RCM) mechanism 
  Classify MIS robots based on their RCM implementation 

Needs improvement: 
  Evaluate RCM implementations based on the defined list of 

kinematic goals 


